Spectral properties of the polarizing devices at SRRC.
User requirements at SRRC for high-brilliance synchrotron light in various polarization states will be fulfilled in the near future by the implementation of two types of polarizing devices in the storage ring: the elliptically polarizing undulator (EPU) and the elliptically polarized bending magnet (EPBM). The EPBM provides a broadband polarized spectrum up to the soft X-ray range with rapid alternation of the left and right helicities. The EPU, which has a magnetic period length of 56 mm, generates a high-brilliance harmonic spectral intensity in the range 80-1400 eV with abundant polarization states, including circular ones. The optimal merit flux is evaluated for the operation of these two polarizing devices in the SRRC 1.5 GeV storage ring. The available polarization states are also surveyed.